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Ideal for a one-semester course, this concise textbook

covers basic electronics for undergraduate students in

science and engineering. Beginning with the basics of

general circuit laws and resistor circuits to ease students

into the subject, the textbook then covers a wide range of

topics, from passive circuits through to semiconductor-based

analog circuits and basic digital circuits. Using a balance

of thorough analysis and insight, readers are shown how to

work with electronic circuits and apply the techniques they

have learnt. The textbook's structure makes it useful as a

self-study introduction to the subject. All mathematics is

kept to a suitable level, and there are several exercises



throughout the book. Password-protected solutions for

instructors, together with eight laboratory exercises that

parallel the text, are available online at

www.cambridge.org/Eggleston. This book is for beginning

students without any experience in electricity and

electronics. The first chapter is on elementary electricity,

the last chapters cover transistors, integrated circuits,

and digital eletronics. Between these two points, the topics

progress through Ohm's law, series and parallel dc circuits,

networks, meters, magnetism, ac circuits with inductance and

capacitance, and the subject of resonance. Your one-stop UK

shop for clear, concise explanations to all the important

concepts in electronics and tons of direction for building

simple, fun electronic projects. The 8 mini-books in this 1

volume include: Getting Started with Electronics Working

with Basic Components Working with Integrated Circuits

Getting into Alternating Current Working with Radio and

Infrared Doing Digital Electronics Working with Basic Stamp

Processors Building Special Effects With nearly 900 pages of

instruction, Electronics All-in-One For Dummies, UK Edition

covers all the bases and provides a fascinating hands-on

exploration of electronics. Grob’s Basic Electronics:

Fundamentals of DC/AC Circuits is written for the beginning

student pursuing a degree in electronics technology. In

covering the fundamentals of electricity and electronics,

this text focuses on essential topics for the technician and

the all-important development of troubleshooting skills.

This highly practical approach combines clear, carefully-

laid-out explanations of key topics with worked-out examples

and problems to solve. Review problems that follow each

section reinforce material just completed making this a very

student-friendly text. It provides the student with

complete, comprehensive coverage of all of the fundamental

concepts of DC and AC circuit theory. This first edition

combines the tried and true Grob’s Basic Electronics with

more specific study in DC/AC Circuitry. For the first time,

instructors can choose between Grob’s Basic Electronics 10th

edition, with its additional coverage of devices or this

new, concise Fundamentals of DC/AC Circuits. The focus on



absolutely essential knowledge for technicians, including

troubleshooting failed circuitry, keeps this book completely

practical. Written for the beginning student pursuing a

degree in electronics technology, this text covers the

fundamentals of electricity and electronics, and focuses on

essential topics for the technician and the all-important

development of troubleshooting skills. This book introduces

students to all the basics of electronics. After working

through this book, a student will have a good knowledge of:

DC power supplies; signal/function generators; digital

multimeters; oscilloscopes; low power analogue electronic

devices. Designed for both the student and hobbyist, this

book is an introduction to the theory and practice of

electronics including advances in microcontrollers, sensors,

and wireless communication. Each chapter contains a brief

lab to demonstrate the topic covered then moves on to the

final part which combines the knowledge mastered by building

a programmable robot (Arduino and Netduino). The companion

disc includes videos of the labs, soldering skills, and code

samples for programming of the robot. Covering both the

theory and its practical application, this text leads the

reader through the basic science concepts underlying

electronics, building basic circuits, learning the roles of

the components, the application of digital theory, and the

possibilities for innovation by combining sensors, motors,

and microcontrollers. The book includes appendices on

mathematics for electronics, a timeline of electronics

innovation, careers in electronics, and a glossary.

Features: Includes a companion disc with eighteen video

tutorials on currents, soldering, power supply, resistors,

decoder circuits, and more Leads the reader through an

introductory understanding of electronics with simple labs

and then progressing to the construction of a

microcontroller-driven robot using open source software and

hardware (Netduino and Arduino versions) Presents

theoretical concepts in a conversational tone, followed by

hands-on labs to engage readers by presenting practical

applications The Problems Manual to accompany Grob's Basic

Electronics written by Mitchell E. Schultz provides students



and instructors with hundreds of practice problems for self-

study homework assignments test and review. Provides

students and instructors with a source of hundreds of

practical problems for self-study, homework assignments,

tests, and review. Grobâ€™s Basic Electronics, Eleventh

Edition, is written for the beginning student pursuing a

technical degree in Electronics Technology. In covering the

fundamentals of electricity and electronics, this text

focuses on essential topics for the technician, and the all-

important development of testing and troubleshooting skills.

This highly practical approach combines clear, carefully-

laid-out explanations of key topics with good, worked-out

examples and problems to solve. Review problems that follow

each section reinforce the material just completed, making

this a very student-friendly text. It is a thoroughly

accessible introduction to basic DC and AC circuits and

electronic devices. This eleventh edition of this longtime

best-selling text has been refined, updated and made more

student friendly. The focus on absolutely essential

knowledge for technicians, and focus on real-world

applications of these basic concepts makes it ideal for

todayâ€™s technology students. Now completely updated &

revised, this book is an ideal text for beginning students,

engineers in other disciplines, or anyone who wants a

thorough understanding of electronics theory. "Grob's Basic

Electronics: Fundamentals of DC/AC Circuits" is written for

the beginning student pursuing a degree in electronics

technology. In covering the fundamentals of electricity and

electronics, this text focuses on essential topics for the

technician and the all-important development of

troubleshooting skills. This highly practical approach

combines clear, carefully-laid-out explanations of key

topics with worked-out examples and problems to solve.

Review problems that follow each section reinforce material

just completed making this a very student-friendly text. It

provides the student with complete, comprehensive coverage

of all of the fundamental concepts of DC and AC circuit

theory. This first edition combines the tried and true

"Grob's Basic Electronics" with more specific study in DC/AC



Circuitry. For the first time, instructors can choose

between "Grob's Basic Electronics 10th edition," with its

additional coverage of devices or this new, concise

"Fundamentals of DC/AC Circuits." The focus on absolutely

essential knowledge for technicians, including

troubleshooting failed circuitry, keeps this book completely

practical.  
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